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Background: The subventricular zone of the third ventricle (TVZ) is a germinal stem cell niche, identified as the
possible location of optic pathway glioma (OPG) cell origin. Paediatric OPGs are predominantly diagnosed as
low-grade astrocytomas, which are either sporadic or are associated with neurofibromatosis type-1 (NF1). These
tumours often cause a significant impairment to visual acuity (VA). Infiltrative/invasive tumour activity is
associated with increased apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) and cerebral blood flow (CBF). This study aimed
to determine whether TVZ imaging features differed between sporadic-OPG, NF1-OPG and controls, and whether
the ADC and CBF profile at the germinal stem cell niche (the TVZ) correlated with the primary outcome of VA.
Methods: ADC and CBF MRI data were acquired from 30 paediatric OPG patients (median age 6 years; range 8
months–17 years), along with VA measurements, during clinical surveillance of their tumour. Values for mean
ADC and maximum CBF were measured at the TVZ, and normalized to normal-appearing grey matter. These
values were compared between the two OPG groups and the healthy control subjects, and multivariate linear
regression was used to test the linear association between these values and patient’s VA.
Results: In the TVZ, normalized mean ADC was higher in NF1-associated OPG patients (N = 15), compared to
both sporadic OPG patients (N = 15; p = 0.010) and healthy controls (N = 14; p < 0.001). In the same region,
normalized maximum CBF was higher in sporadic OPG patients compared to both NF1-OPG patients (p = 0.016)
and healthy controls (p < 0.001). In sporadic OPG patients only, normalized mean ADC in the TVZ was
significantly correlated with visual acuity (R2 = 0.41, p = 0.019). No significant correlations were found between
TVZ CBF and ADC values and visual acuity in the NF1-associated OPG patients.
Conclusion: Quantitative MRI detects TVZ abnormalities in both sporadic and NF1-OPG patients, and identifies
TVZ features that differentiate the two. TVZ features may be useful MRI markers of interest in future predictive
studies involving sporadic OPG.

1. Introduction
Optic pathway gliomas (OPG) in children are predominantly diag
nosed as WHO grade I pilocytic astrocytomas (PA), and are often asso
ciated with neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1), an autosomal dominant
condition that predisposes patients to tumour formation (Lee et al.,

2010a). The remaining OPGs are classed as sporadic. Generally, NF1associated OPGs are clinically less aggressive over time, while spo
radic OPGs are more likely to progress, both radiologically (tumour
growth) and clinically (visual function decline). Paediatric OPG survival
rates are high, and surveillance includes regular MRI to assess tumour
growth and ophthalmologic assessment to evaluate visual function
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(Listernick et al., 2007). Sporadic OPGs are more often located at the
optic chiasm and tracts, as opposed to the NF1-associated preferred
location of the optic nerves (Kornreich et al., 2001). NF1-associated and
sporadic PAs are histologically similar. However, their tumourigenesis
and underlying molecular mechanisms of pathology are different. NF1
OPGs result from NF1 gene mutations, while sporadic OPGs arise from
mutations such as BRAF fusion or BRAF-V600 mutations, resulting in
varying tumour-related features and clinical behavior.
MRI allows for the visualization of underlying biological properties
that result from cancer-related behavior. The apparent diffusion coeffi
cient (ADC), indicating the magnitude of diffusion, can be useful in
examining tissue characteristics in consequence of glioma activity
(Nickerson et al., 2010). Glioma cell invasion/infiltration, not to be
confused with proliferation (growth and division), is associated with
increased values related to isotropic diffusion and ADC (Price et al.,
2006) – this is postulated to be a result of infiltrative- and vascularrelated edema and recruitment of microglia and reactive astrocyte ac
tivity. As such, in contrast to some other paediatric brain tumour sub
types, in which decreased ADC is often linked to more aggressive
tumours (Hales et al., 2019; Tien et al., 1994), it has been suggested that
OPGs with increased ADC values prior to treatment tend be more clin
ically aggressive, requiring earlier treatment (Yeom et al., 2013a). In
addition, pilocytic astrocytomas exhibit prominent microvascular pro
liferation, and it has been shown that paediatric OPGs with increased
histological microvascular density tend to undergo a higher rate of
progression (Bartels et al., 2006). Perfusion-weighted MRI allows the
hemodynamic properties of tumours to be measured in vivo, and some
initial studies have suggested that increased vascular permeability (Jost
et al., 2008), and potentially increased blood flow (Jittapiromsak et al.,
2017), may be indicators of more aggressive OPG behavior.
The subventricular zone of the brain is a germinal niche, mainly
composed of neural stem cells, precursor cells and migrating neuro
blasts, where neurogenesis continues throughout adulthood (AlvarezBuylla and García-Verdugo, 2002; Lim and Alvarez-Buylla, 2016)
(Fig. 1). Due to the self-renewing ability of these cells, the subventricular
zone of the lateral ventricle has been explored, in-vivo and with clinical
MRI, as a role-player in gliomagenesis (Piccirillo et al., 2015), cancer

cell infiltration (van Dijken et al., 2017) and patient outcome (Lim et al.,
2007) in high-grade gliomas. Previous studies have identified a
contributing role of the subventricular zone of the third ventricle (TVZ)
in NF1-associated OPGs, and animal model experiments indicate that
stem cells distally migrate to the optic nerve; after which they differ
entiate (Ono et al., 1997; Tchoghandjian et al., 2009). The location of
the third ventricle, proximal to the hypothalamus and optic chiasm
(Fig. 1B), notably raised interest in this zone in paediatric OPG (Dahiya
et al., 2011) and it is now considered the location of NF1-associated OPG
tumour cell origin (Dahiya et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2012; Tchoghandjian
et al., 2009).
MRI can explore quantitative and qualitative imaging characteristics
of the subventricular zone in relation to tumours, and MR-derived ab
normalities in the subventricular zone proximal to the lateral ventricles
have been demonstrated in both low-grade (Liu et al., 2016) and highgrade glioma (van Dijken et al., 2017). As the TVZ remains unex
plored with MRI, and this is thought to be the germinal stem cell niche
for OPGs, this study aimed to analyze MRI profiles surrounding the TVZ
using diffusion- and perfusion-weighted MRI, in children with NF1associated and sporadic OPG. Our aim was to determine whether
quantitative MRI could identify imaging features of invasion in the TVZ
of sporadic and NF1-associated OPG patients. As all previous studies
utilize NF1-associated OPG models, particular interest was given to
determining whether these MRI features existed in sporadic OPG. The
objectives were 1) segment the transition zone by selecting voxels sur
rounding the TVZ; 2) compare ADC and cerebral blood flow (CBF) values
surrounding the TVZ of NF1-associated and sporadic OPG patients, and
examine how they compare to control participant TVZ data; and 3)
explore possible associations of the TVZ imaging parameters with visual
acuity measures, which served as a biomarker for how clinically
aggressive the OPGs were in our cohort. The hypotheses were that TVZ
imaging features in all OPG cases differ to that of controls; TVZ imaging
features vary according to NF1 status; and imaging measures at the TVZ
are associated with visual acuity measures in OPG patients. Specifically,
given the known associations of elevated ADC and CBF with glioma
invasion and infiltration, elevated ADC and CBF at the TVZ would
correlate with a decline in visual function.

Fig. 1. (A) The subventricular zone of the third ventricle (TVZ) and its cytoarchitecture. The TVZ lines the ventricle and is composed of an ependymal later, an agedependent hypocellular gap and an astrocytic ribbon which faces the transition zone into the parenchyma. The ependymal layer makes up the ventricle wall and is
interiorly exposed to cerebral spinal fluid (blue) and exteriorly exposed to the hypocellular layer. In children, the sub-ependymal zone, which is composed of the
hypocellular layer and astrocytic ribbon is a cellular collection ~3 mm in size. At the sub-ependymal zone, stem cells migrate outwards and/or downwards into the
transition zone. In a normal setting, young optic pathway cells migrate via chain migration to the optic nerves, where their progenitors mature. In the cancer setting,
cancer stem cells react to and interact with the parenchyma microenvironment and are classically known to invade rather than migrate. (B) Anatomical positioning of
the TVZ relative to the third ventricle, thalamus, hypothalamus and optic pathway. The thalamus (magenta) surrounds the third ventricle and is located superior to
the hypothalamus (yellow), which forms the inferior aspect and floor of the third ventricle, and also lies superior to the optic chiasm and optic tracts (blue). The TVZ
(cyan) lines the inferior-lateral surface of the third ventricle and inferiorly runs through the lower aspect of the thalamus to the hypothalamus. In this figure, the TVZ
is superimposed by the inferior component of hypothalamus. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
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2. Methods

MA), following the guidelines described in the white paper by Alsop
et al. (Alsop et al., 2015) (using λ = 0.9, α = 0.85, T1bl = 1.65 s).
Using the FSL FLIRT tool, all images were co-registered to the b0
diffusion image using an affine registration with 12 degrees of freedom.
The T2-weighted and T1-weighted post-contrast images were coregistered directly to the b0. For the ASL data, the M0 calibration
image was co-registered to the b0, and the transform matrix was applied
to the CBF image.

2.1. Patients
Thirty patients with radiologically diagnosed OPG were included in
this study, 20 of which were included in a previous study related to
visual acuity and tractography of the optic pathway in OPG patients
(Hales et al., 2017). Patients with NF1 were clinically and radiologically
diagnosed according to current guidelines. All patients were receiving
MRI assessment on a 3–6 monthly basis as well as regular ophthalmo
logical monitoring. Institutional ethical approval was granted for this
study. Data from 14 volunteer control participants were retrospectively
acquired from an unrelated study, details of which are found in Stotes
bury et al. (Stotesbury et al., 2018). Criteria for including control par
ticipants was that they be under the age of 18 years and healthy, with no
evidence of neurological or psychiatric illness.

2.5. Regions of interest
Tumour ROIs were manually segmented using MRview within the
Mrtrix3 software package (Tournier et al., 2019), by a paediatric
neuroradiologist with >4 years’ experience (FD). Tumour segmentation
was performed using the T2-weighted and T1-weighted post-contrast
images for guidance (D’Arco et al., 2018). Paediatric OPGs do not
consistently enhance on T1-weighted post-contrast images. The T1weighted images were, therefore, used to guide the T2-weighted based
tumour segmentation, as suggested previously (D’Arco et al., 2018).
Subtle T2-weighted hyperintensities that completely lacked T1weighted post-contrast enhancement and any mass effect were classi
fied and segmented as focal abnormal signal intensities (FASI), previ
ously termed unidentified bright objects, in NF1 cases.
The TVZ makes up a ~3 mm cellular lining along the latero-inferior
base of the third ventricle (Dahiya et al., 2011). The parenchyma sur
rounding the TVZ makes up the transition zone along which new cells
migrate. The TVZ transition zone was segmented in all patients and
control participants. The third ventricle was identified using the b0
images in all subjects. The TVZ-transition ROI was identified as the
voxels surrounding the inferior-lateral walls and the floor of the third
ventricle which were anatomically located at the transition between the
thalamus and hypothalamus, running inferiorly to the base of the third
ventricle. To minimize any partial volume effects of the CSF at the
ventricle borders, a voxel-wide gap (2 mm) was applied along the
ventricle lining, between the ventricle and the TVZ transition ROI
(Fig. 2). TVZ ROI voxels that intersected with tumour or FASI voxels
were excluded from analysis, with the aim of excluding CSF, tumour,
and FASI voxels from the final TVZ transition ROI as far as possible. In a
subset of 10 patients (5 NF1, 5 sporadic), a second reader independently
defined the TVZ ROIs, and Dice scores (Dice, 1945) were used to assesses
inter-reader agreement.
Mean ADC values, measured within the TVZ, were used in this study
(TVZ ADCmean). For CBF, previous studies have shown that the
maximum value (rather than the mean) is best for examining tumourrelated pathology (Aronen et al., 1994; Hales et al., 2019; Knopp
et al., 1999; Law et al., 2003; Noguchi et al., 2008; Shin et al., 2002;
Sugahara et al., 2001; Warmuth et al., 2003; Yeom et al., 2014), and as
such the maximum CBF value in the TVZ was used in this study (TVZ
CBFmax). Furthermore, TVZ ADCmean and TVZ CBFmax values were
normalized to the mean value from an ROI composed of normalappearing grey matter in the frontal and temporal cortex in each pa
tient (TVZ nADCmean and TVZ nCBFmax respectively). This was done to
cancel out ‘global’ changes in CBF and ADC between subjects, which
might be due to age-related effects (Hales et al., 2014), as well as
possible treatment-related effects. A further ROI, making up the entire
normal-appearing grey matter cortex, was generated for each subject, so
that these global changes in CBF and ADC could also be monitored.

2.2. Ophthalmology evaluation
All patients were assessed by a paediatric ophthalmologist at our
institution’s ophthalmology clinic. Visual acuity (VA) was measured
using age-appropriate testing methods, either Teller, logMAR Kays or
logMAR. All VA scores were converted to the equivalent logarithm of the
minimum angle of resolution (logMAR) score (Sloan, 1959), allowing for
inter-patient comparison. On the logMAR chart, 20/20 vision is repre
sented by the value 0, which increases with poorer vision, and the WHO
defines a logMAR score of >0.5 as criteria for low vision. The logMAR
score measured in each patient’s best-performing eye (best-eye log
MAR), worst-performing eye (worst-eye logMAR) and the mean of the
best-eye and worst-eye values (mean logMAR) were recorded. Further
analysis was based on mean logMAR values, as this was thought to best
represent the overall quality of vision in a patient.
2.3. Magnetic resonance imaging
All imaging was performed on a Siemens 3.0 T Prisma scanner
(Siemens, Erlangen, Germany), with a 20 channel head receive coil, as
previously described (Hales et al., 2017). Our standard clinical MRI
protocol included an axial T2-weighted turbo spin-echo acquisition,
fluid attenuated inversion recovery sequences, and pre- and postgadolinium T1-weighted acquisitions. Multi-shell diffusion and arterial
spin labelling MRI was performed in conjunction with clinical protocols.
The multi-shell diffusion sequence included a diffusion-weighted
spin-echo single shot 2D EPI acquisition [two shells: b = 1000, b =
2200; 2 × b0 (one with phase-encoding flipped by 180◦ in the anteriorposterior direction); TR = 3050 ms; TE = 60 ms; FOV = 220 × 220 mm;
matrix size = 110 × 110; in-plane voxel resolution = 2.0 mm; GRAPPA
factor 2; phase-encoding partial Fourier = 6/8; scan time of 7 min 50
sec], as previously described (Hales et al., 2017).
Arterial spin labelling (ASL) data were acquired with a prototype
pseudo-continuous-ASL (pCASL) sequence, the full details of which have
been previously published (Hales et al., 2019). In brief, the sequence
parameters were as follows: labelling duration = 1800 ms, post-labelling
delay = 1500 ms, repetitions = 10, in-plane resolution 3.4 mm (inter
polated to 1.7 mm), slice thickness = 4.0 mm, number of slices = 24. A
proton-density weighted (M0) image was also acquired (TR = 4000 ms),
with identical readout to the ASL acquisition but with the labelling RF
pulses removed, for CBF quantification. The total acquisition time was 3
min 19 sec.

2.6. Statistics
Data were analyzed with Matlab 2019b (Mathworks Inc, Natick,
MA). Lilliefor’s test was used to check for normality before comparing
metrics between groups. Unpaired Student’s t tests were used for
normally-distributed data, and Mann-Whitney U-tests were used for
non-normally distributed data. When analyzing differences between
NF1-associated OPG patients, sporadic OPG patients, and control

2.4. Processing
Using FSL (FMRIB, Oxford), the susceptibility-induced off-resonance
field was estimated and corrected by combining the diffusion-weighted
data with the PE-flipped b0 image, and eddy-current distortions were
corrected. CBF maps were calculated in Matlab (Mathworks Inc., Natick,
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Fig. 2. Identifying voxels of the TVZ and eliminating partial volume effects in an NF1 patient. A 2 mm exclusion gap (white) was placed directly adjacent to the
anterior-inferior aspect of the third ventricle wall, visualized on a T2-weighted image (A), and was confined by the anterior and posterior borders of the ventricle. The
TVZ transition zone voxels (cyan) were placed directly adjacent to the exclusion gap. Measures of the ADC (B) and nCBF (C) in the TVZ voxels were collected. Focal
abnormal signal intensities (red) and tumour were excluded from TVZ ROIs. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)

participants, one-way ANOVA tests were used, followed by a Tukey
honestly significant difference post-hoc test to account for multiple
comparisons. Significance was defined as p < 0.05 after multiple com
parison correction. LogMAR scores were analyzed as continuous vari
ables, and LogMAR scores for ‘no perception of light’ were assigned the
value of 3.0 (Lee et al., 2010b).
Linear associations between TVZ nADCmean and TVZ nCBFmax values
and mean logMAR scores were explored independently in the NF1 and
sporadic cohorts. In each group, the initial multivariate model included
TVZ nADCmean and TVZ nCBFmax as independent variables, and mean
logMAR as the dependent variable. The independent variables were then
eliminated in a step-wise manner, starting with the least significant
variable, and continuing until only significant variables remained in the
model.

Table 1
Group comparisons between controls, sporadic and NF1 OPG patients. Statistical
tests: a = Student’s t test, b = Mann-Whitney U test, c = Fisher’s exact test, d =
one-way ANOVA.

3. Results
3.1. Clinical findings

Sporadic

NF1

Control

p-value

No. subjects
Subject age (years)

15
5.29 ± 3.45

15
8.51 ± 4.61

N/A
<0.001d

Active treatment
GM ADC (×10− 3 mm2/
s)
TVZ nADCmean

9/15
0.80 ± 0.081
0.86 ± 0.10

6/15
0.81 ±
0.056
0.95 ± 0.07

GM CBF (ml/100 g/
min)
TVZ nCBFmax

53.85 ±
11.64
1.13 ± 0.25

49.52 ±
11.24
0.92 ± 0.19

TVZ volume (mm3)

367.84 ±
212.07
1.85 ± 1.64
× 104
13/15

492.80 ±
275.65
0.70 ± 1.58
× 104
8/15

14
15.03 ±
2.76
N/A
0.82 ±
0.032
0.79 ±
0.06
49.84 ±
11.08
0.76 ±
0.11
287.31 ±
42.86
N/A

13/15
26.33 ±
27.84
0.72 ± 0.53
1.60 ± 1.07
1.16 ± 0.69

Tumour volume
(mm3)
Tumour in optic
chiasm
Patients with valid
visual assessment
MRI-VA interval
(days)
Best-eye logMAR
Worst-eye logMAR
Mean logMAR

Patient median age was 71 months (6 years; range 8 months – 17
years), and 15/30 (50%) patients were diagnosed with NF1. Visual
acuity data were not available for 3 patients (1 NF1, 2 sporadic), and 2
further patients (both NF1) had an interval of more than 300 days be
tween MRI and visual assessment (VA). These were excluded from the
linear model examining associations between visual acuity and ADC/
CBF. In the remaining patients (13 sporadic, 12 NF1), the median in
terval between MRI and VA was 16.5 days (range 1–189 days). Five
patients (1 NF1, 4 sporadic) presented with no perception of light in
their worst-performing eye, and measurable worst-eye vision ranged
from 0.4 to 2.4 (median logMAR = 1.13). All patients had measurable
vision in their best-performing eye (median logMAR = 0.26, range =
− 0.1–1.56). Control participant median age was 15 years (range 8–18
years), and VA data was not available for control subjects. After
comparing the TVZ ROIs drawn by two independent readers, the median
Dice score was 0.90, indicating a good level of agreement.

0.47c
0.64d
<0.001d
0.53d
<0.001d
0.037d
0.0028b

N/A

0.11c

12/15

N/A

1.0c

42.33 ±
57.09
0.25 ± 0.43
1.18 ± 1.13
0.71 ± 0.65

N/A

0.71b

N/A
N/A
N/A

0.021b
0.19b
0.11a

Statistical tests: a = Student’s t test, b = Mann-Whitney U test, c = Fisher’s exact
test, d = one-way ANOVA.

were no significant group differences in the following parameters:
cortical grey matter ADC (p = 0.64, one-way ANOVA); cortical grey
matter CBF (p = 0.53, one-way ANOVA); number of patients on active
treatment (p = 0.47, Fisher’s exact test); number of patients with a
tumour in the optic chiasm (p = 0.11, Fisher’s exact test); interval be
tween MRI and visual assessment (p = 0.71, Mann-Whitney U test);
worst-eye logMAR (p = 0.19, Mann-Whitney U test); and mean logMAR
(p = 0.11, Student’s t test).
Subject age was significantly higher in the controls (mean 15.0
years), compared to the NF1 patients (mean 8.5 years, p < 0.001, one-

3.2. Comparisons between controls, sporadic and NF1 OPG patients
The full details of all group comparisons made between the controls,
sporadic and NF1 OPG patients are given in Table 1. In summary, there
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way ANOVA) and sporadic patients (mean 5.3 years, p < 0.001, one-way
ANOVA). TVZ volumes were significantly lower in the controls
compared to the NF1 patients (p = 0.03, one-way ANOVA). Tumour
volumes were larger in the sporadic group (18,452 ± 16,449 mm3)
compared to the NF1 group (6,967 ± 15,800 mm3, p = 0.003, MannWhitney U test), and best-eye logMAR scores were also higher in the
sporadic group (sporadic = 0.72 ± 0.53) compared to the NF1 group
(0.25 ± 0.43, p = 0.02, Mann-Whitney U test).

that the association between increased ADC and a more aggressive
tumour phenotype may not be limited to the tumour itself, but may also
apply to the TVZ in these patients. However, the fact that this correlation
was not present in the NF1 patients is an area that warrants further
study.
Sporadic OPG tend to be more clinically aggressive (Jost et al.,
2008). In our study, tumour volumes were significantly higher in the
sporadic group, and these patients had significantly poorer vision in
their best-performing eye, compared to the NF1 OPG patients. As such,
our results provide some additional evidence to suggest that sporadic
OPGs represent a more clinically aggressive OPG phenotype.
Previous studies have reported elevated NF1 brain ADC in compar
ison to healthy controls (Eastwood et al., 2001). Post-mortem analyses
of NF1 brains have reported increased fluid within the myelin, associ
ated with hyper- or dysplastic glial cell proliferation (DiPaolo et al.,
1995), as well as increased expression of glial fibrillary acid protein,
indicative of reactive astrogliosis in the NF1 brain (Nordlund et al.,
1995). This is supported by animal studies reporting global astrogliosis
in NF1-knockout mice (Gutmann et al., 1999; Rizvi et al., 1999). In
addition, a previous study identified reduced CBF in paediatric NF1
subjects compared to age-matched controls (Yeom et al., 2013b), most
significantly in the posterior circulation and border zones of the middle
and posterior cerebral arteries. It was postulated that this could be a
result of either NF1-induced vasculopathy and associated stenoocclusive changes in the cerebral microvasculature, or alteration in ce
rebral metabolic demand.
In our study, no global differences in grey matter ADC or CBF were
observed between the controls, sporadic OPG, and NF1 OPG patients. It
should however be noted that only global grey matter values were
recorded in this study, and more localized differences may have been
present. We did however observe higher normalized ADC values in the
TVZ in the NF1 OPG patients, compared to the sporadic OPG patients
and controls. In the sporadic OPG patients, normalized CBF values in the
TVZ were higher than both the NF1 OPG patients and controls. As these
values were normalized to normal-appearing grey matter in the same
brain, these findings were specific to the TVZ, rather than reflecting any
global changes.
The increased CBF in the TVZ of sporadic patients may be linked to
the higher microvascular density which has been observed in more
aggressive OPGs, which are typically sporadic (Bartels et al., 2006).
However, the same cannot be said of ADC, as if higher ADC values are
indeed linked with OPGs which tend be more clinically aggressive, as
suggested in (Yeom et al., 2013a), we might have expected increased
ADC values in the TVZ in sporadic patients as well. It could be that this

3.3. TVZ group differences
Group differences in TVZ nADCmean and TVZ nCBFmax values be
tween the sporadic OPG patients, NF1 OPG patients, and controls, are
shown in Fig. 3. The NF1-associated OPG group had significantly
elevated TVZ nADCmean in comparison to sporadic (p = 0.010) and
control participants (p < 0.001). TVZ nCBFmax values in sporadic OPG
patients were significantly elevated compared to that of NF1-associated
OPG patients (p = 0.016), and control participants (p < 0.001).
3.4. Linear associations with vision
Significant findings from the linear regressions are illustrated in
Fig. 4. In the NF1 OPG patients, after step-wise elimination of the nonsignificant independent variables, none of the variables remained as
significant predictors of mean logMAR score. However, the negative
correlation between TVZ nCBFmax and mean logMAR fell just short of
significance (R2 = 0.33, p = 0.051, Fig. 4C). In the sporadic OPG pa
tients, step-wise linear regression resulted in a final model in which a
significant positive correlation was found between TVZ nADCmean and
mean logMAR (R2 = 0.41, p = 0.019, Fig. 4B), with this being the only
significant predictor in the final model. A trend for a positive correlation
between TVZ nCBFmax and mean logMAR was observed, but this fell
short of significance (R2 = 0.23, p = 0.095, Fig. 4D).
4. Discussion
This study has demonstrated that a potential role may exist for
quantitative MRI in the analysis of the TVZ transition zone in paediatric
OPG. Utilizing known markers of tumour cell infiltrative activity, we
explored the invasive profile at the TVZ, from where OPG cells originate
and migrate. A correlation between this invasive profile and visual
acuity was identified in sporadic OPG, suggesting that the microstruc
ture of the TVZ in this group may be examined as a potential indicator of
the tumour’s behavioral phenotype in future studies. Our results suggest

Fig. 3. Boxplots comparing TVZ nADCmean and TVZ nCBFmax values in sporadic OPG patients, NF1-associated OPG patients, and control participants. Significant
differences are indicted in the figure: * p < 0.05, *** p < 0.001.
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Fig. 4. Scatter plots summarizing TVZ nCBFmax and nADCmean correlations with mean logMAR score, in NF1-associated and sporadic OPG patients. The best-fit and
confidence interval lines from the linear models are illustrated, along with the R2 and p values for model.

instead reflects a more localized manifestation of the aforementioned
reactive astrogliosis processes observed in the NF1 brain. However,
further work is needed to fully understand the underlying mechanisms
resulting in the differences observed in the TVZ between sporadic and
NF1 OPG patients in this study.
Our study had a number of limitations. Our single-center cohort was
relatively small and included data from 30 patients. However, OPGs are
rare and comprise only 3% of all paediatric cranial tumours, and our
center is the largest referral center in the UK. Age differences existed
between the controls and OPG patients. However, by using TVZ ADC and
CBF values which were normalized to normal-appearing grey matter in
the same brain, age-related changed should be cancelled out in this
study. In addition, it would have been ideal to include an additional
control group in this study, comprising NF1 subjects without an OPG, in
order to separate innate differences in the NF1 brain from those asso
ciated with OPGs. However, this was not possible as MRI scans in
asymptomatic patients with NF1 were not available. As such, we were
unable to conclude whether the differences seen in the TVZ between NF1
and sporadic OPG patients are only applicable in the presence of a
tumour, or whether the same differences would be appreciable in NF1
subjects without an OPG. Furthermore, the hypotheses presented here
focus on the microenvironment that potentially exists at the TVZ tran
sition zone and, as this was an MRI study, we cannot directly address
concepts relating to cell-of-origin. However, it is our understanding that
in vivo cell-of-origin studies are underway in other institutions. Lastly,
the segmentation of OPG in NF1 comes with a unique set of limitations
that involve the existence of FASI. To address this, FASI- and tumourassociated voxels were excluded to the best of our ability, with the
intention of focusing the analysis exclusively on the TVZ.

In conclusion, quantitative MRI can identify features at the TVZ
transition zone that differ between OPG patients with NF1, patients with
a sporadic OPG, and healthy controls. To our knowledge, we are the first
to utilize MRI to probe features within this region in the context of
paediatric OPG, and to provide preliminary evidence of a correlation
between the cellular properties of the TVZ (as assessed by MRI), and
tumour aggressiveness (as assessed by visual loss) in the sporadic OPG
setting. Our findings indicate that patients with NF1-associated and
sporadic OPG, despite having tumours which are thought to be histo
logically indistinguishable, display distinguishable MRI profiles at the
TVZ. Further work is needed to investigate the biology of the TVZ
microenvironment in the context of NF1 and sporadic OPG patients, and
to determine if these differences persist in NF1 subjects in which no OPG
is present.
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